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Here you can find the menu of Ootong & Lincoln in SOUTH FREMANTLE. At the moment, there are 15 meals
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about

Ootong & Lincoln:
Lovely bustling cafe with great variety of food, lovely and professional staff and prompt service. Not the most
family friendly place because of lack of space but other than that a perfect place to catch up with friends for

breakfast, brunch or coffee. Will definitely be recommending and going again! read more. In nice weather you
can even eat in the outdoor area, and there is no-charge WLAN. What Lavon Pacocha doesn't like about Ootong

& Lincoln:
We ordered coffee and the special French Toast with banana & berries $17 (& bacon - extra $5????) Coffee was
great and pretty fast considering queue. The French Toast while tasty was overpriced - 1 small slice of bread and

definitely not $5 worth of bacon - not even one full rasher! Pretty disappointing, other items on regular menu
looked great but seriously would expect more than 1 piece of bread for $22.... read more. Intoday'stime one

might start to consider possibly eating healthier; exactly for that reason, Ootong & Lincoln's menu offers a large
diversity of easily digestible menus, Naturally, you should also taste the scrumptious burgers, accompanied by

sides like fries, salads, or wedges offered. If you want to have breakfast, a versatile brunch awaits you,
Additionally, they provide you typical Australian menus with ingredients like bush tomatoes and finger limes.
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Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Jug� Naturale�
NARANJA

Brunc� Feas�
SMASHED AVOCADO

Coffe�
COFFEE

So� drink�
ORANGE JUICE

JUICE

ORANGE JUICE

ORANGE JUICE

Ingredient� Use�
AVOCADO

BACON

EGGS

POTATOES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

SALAD

BURGER

LAMB
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